
Bio Disc

World Exclusive Product



What is Bio Disc?
• The Bio Disc is a natural energy generating 

device that produces SCALAR energy 
frequencies that have no negative side 
effects.

• The energy created specifically rejuvenates 
molecular structures in all liquids. 

• The molecular structure causes any liquid 
to become more hydratious, taste better 
and extend shelf life.



What is Made of?
• The Bio Disc is made of 13 TECHNICALY 

ENGINEERED natural minerals
• A NANO FUSION process using several high heat 

fusion methods, structurally bonds the minerals 
together, at a molecular level. 

• The combination of the minerals and the fusion 
techniques produces a catalytic conversion of energy 
known as “Scalar energy”.

• This 21st century technology develops a long lasting 
natural Scalar resonance which has the ability to be 
transferred to any liquid, renewing the natural molecular 
chains.



How does the energy transfer to the 
water using the Bio Disc?

• The Bio Disc energy 
spins into the liquid, 
counter clockwise, 

• or the liquid can be 
poured over the bio disk 
were it ‘picks up’ the 
resonance. 

• The resonance generated 
is similar to that which is 
found in the earth 
surrounding many 
healing spring waters of 
the world.



BIO DISC BENEFITS
Drinking Water EnergizerDrinking Water Energizer
Maximizes Nutritional BenefitsMaximizes Nutritional Benefits
Improves TasteImproves Taste
Extends Shelf lifeExtends Shelf life
Improves WellnessImproves Wellness
Enhances Immune systemEnhances Immune system
Rejuvenates Dead CellsRejuvenates Dead Cells
Increases Blood Oxygen LevelsIncreases Blood Oxygen Levels

EXPOSES POSITIVE and EXPELS NEGATIVE EFFECTSEXPOSES POSITIVE and EXPELS NEGATIVE EFFECTS



HOW TO USE THE BIO DISC
Place in Refrigerator to Energize all Place in Refrigerator to Energize all 
consumables for better nutrient uptakeconsumables for better nutrient uptake
Place under a bottle of drinking water to Place under a bottle of drinking water to 
Energize it over nightEnergize it over night
Place under bed to improve Sleep Place under bed to improve Sleep 
Place in a bath of water to improve body energyPlace in a bath of water to improve body energy
Carry on the body to stop Jet Lag and improve Carry on the body to stop Jet Lag and improve 
energy levelsenergy levels
Rub cigarettes to reduce toxificationRub cigarettes to reduce toxification
Place in Fish tank to energize fishesPlace in Fish tank to energize fishes


